
Enhance your blending experience

Blendeo+, Kitchen Blender, 1.5 L Capacity, 450 W, including Chopper
and Grinder

Enhance your blending experience
LM2C3110  

 

 From smoothies to soups and much more, Moulinex Blendeo+ makes blending fast and easy. Designed with a
large capacity and powerful motor, this versatile kitchen blender offers two speeds and a pulse function for
perfect chunk-free results and crushed iced in under a minute! It's also equipped with smart features: removable,
extra-resistant blades that feature our 100% leak-free Smart Lock system for effortless cleaning, and air cooling
technology to prevent overheating.

*Internal tests with the pulse function, crushing 8 ices cubes in 1min, 2020.

 



EDITORIAL DESCRIPTION
 Duraforce for powerful blending day after day

Discover the power of Blendeo+, the kitchen blender that puts endless possibilities at your fingertips thanks to its
large capacity, powerful motor and 2 speeds with pulse function. Boasting the Duraforce Label, it combines five
strongpoints for long-lasting blending performance: expert blending, extra-resistant Zelkrom blades, ice crush
technology that turns ice cubes to snow, specially designed ventilation for safety, and a 15-year repairable
design.

ETAILING DESCRIPTION
 Moulinex Blendeo+, Kitchen Blender, 1.5 L Capacity, LM2C3110

LARGE CAPACITY: Kitchen blender with a 1.5 L jar offering 1.25 L of useful capacity—with a measuring
cup for extra precision, to safely and easily add ingredients
POWERFUL: A powerful 450 W compact blender for fast, perfect blending without any chunks, from
creamy smoothies to delicious homemade soups
SMART & EASY-TO-CLEAN DESIGN: Blender with removable blades featuring our 100% leak-free Smart
Lock system—for convenient unlocking, as well as quick and easy cleaning
CUSTOMIZED BLENDING: Ergonomic design with 2 speeds and pulse function for customized results
easily adapted to any taste or ingredient
15-YEAR REPAIRABILITY: Low-cost parts available in our 6200 repair centers worldwide, for quick repair
over many years—part of our commitment to help protect the environment and cut down on waste
ZELKROM BLADES: Extra-resistant blades designed for long-lasting performance day after day, with ice
crush technology that turns ice cubes to snow in under a minute—simply use the pulse function
VERSATILE: An included grinder to mill spices, pulverize nuts, and even grind coffee beans, plus a chopper
to easily chop onions, garlic, herbs and more
AIR COOLING: Specially designed motor ventilation technology to prevent your blender from overheating,
for high-speed blending with total peace of mind
WHAT'S IN THE BOX: Blendeo+ Blender, Chopper, Grinder

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Large capacity
A 1.5 L jar offers 1.25 L of useful capacity—with a measuring cup for extra precision, to safely
and easily add ingredients.

Powerful
450 W of power in a compact design deliver fast, perfect blending without any chunks—from
creamy smoothies to delicious homemade soups.

Smart and easy to clean
The removable blades feature our 100% leak-free Smart Lock system—for convenient unlocking,
as well as quick and easy cleaning.



Customized blending
The ergonomic design features 2 speeds and a pulse function for customized results easily
adapted to any taste or ingredient.

Zelkrom blades
Discover extra-resistant blades designed for long-lasting performance, plus ice crush
technology that turns ice cubes to snow in under a minute!

Versatile
Included are a grinder to mill spices, pulverize nuts, and even grind coffee beans, and a chopper
to easily chop onions, garlic, herbs and more.

Air cooling
Specially designed motor ventilation technology prevents your blender from overheating, for
high-speed blending with total peace of mind.

15-year repairability
Designed for easy repair, with low-cost and fast delivery of spare parts for 15 years and more,
thanks to more than 6200 repair centers worldwide.

Repairable at fair price - 15 years

6200 approved repairers worldwide
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PRODUCT FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES
Power 450 W

Jar total capacity 1.5 L

Jar material Plastic
OTHER FEATURES

Number of blades 4

Removable blades Yes

Colours White

Additional included accessories GRINDER, CHOPPER

Jar useful capacity 1.25 L

Speed settings 2

Ice crush function Yes

Suction feet for stability Yes

Dosing cup Yes

Dishwasher safe Yes

Country of origin China

LOGISTICS DATA CMMF : 7211004355

 EAN CODE PCS / PARCEL PCS / LAYER LAYER / PALLET PCS / PALLET PCS / CONTAINER

EAN ST : 3016667243558
EAN UC : 3016667243558

3 9 3 27
C20 : 1 092
C40 : 2 592
HQ4 : 2 649

UNPACKED PRODUCT PACKED PRODUCT STANDARD PARCEL PALLET
DIMENSIONS (D x W x H) 181 x 170 x 379 (mm) 382 x 207 x 282 (MM) 639 x 396 x 300 (MM) 1 200 x 800 x 1 034 (MM)

WEIGHT 1.813 (KG) 2,64 (KG) 7,92 (KG) 92,28 (KG)

RELATIONS CMMF : 7211004355

Switch (replace)
Switch (is replaced by)
Cross-sell
Accessories
Linked to finished products


